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Abstract
The present paper aims to present a typology of classroom activities which may serve as group driving dynamics to
improve student attention in class. Human attention skills may have been shortened now and traditional ways of
imparting knowledge should be modified (Soslau, 2015). As a consequence, this implies multi-tasking behaviour as
users develop a sense of immediacy. At the same time, student attention span is shorter at school and it decreases
after certain time in the classroom doing monotonous activities. In order to find teaching solutions to this problem,
we present what we call routine breakers, that is, classroom activities and catalysts with which to improve and
optimise learner attention. We present students’ feedback and routine breaker results in the form of a case study:
overt classroom observations in a group of undergraduate students in a Spanish university. The practice of these
attention-catching exercises, accompanied by a number of changes in the teaching routine, renders a typology of
routine breakers which is described in this study. When comparing a traditionally held class and a session with
routine breakers, study participants rate the latter more positively. Further pedagogical implementations are also
suggested.
Keywords: Attention, Motivation, Routine-breaker, Observation, Classroom, Activity
1. Introduction
1.1 Breaking the Traditional Concept of Teaching in Higher Education
It is beyond question that the role of the teacher is more than that of teaching. Teaching is more than communicating
knowledge from teacher to students; of course, much more than lecturing and slideshows. According to Thomas
Shuell (1986), who brought a teacher-centred perspective, the instructor’s main task is to get students to engage in
learning activities that are likely to result in their achieving of the course objectives. De Hei et al. (2015) however
highlighted the role of the learner when they stated that the behaviour of the student is essential in their own learning:
what the student does becomes more important in acquiring new knowledge than what the teacher does. Nevertheless,
the environment and dynamics a teacher creates in their classroom may still be a differential factor between good and
bad teachers. It is such climate the background that students need to effectively engage in the different classroom
activities.
In the teaching process, whether it is more traditionally conceived or more modernly so, capturing (and maintaining)
students’ attention is always a challenge. We have been working for the past eight years in the Spanish university
classrooms that student concentration span becomes shorter. In this period of time we have realized that students feel
the constant urge of checking their mobile phones or finishing several tasks simultaneously on their computers. That
situation seems to be extended since it is detected the same problem in Denmark where one of the authors has been
teaching. For this reason, we present a series of pedagogical resources to facilitate class dynamics regarding learners’
attention and time management. Routine breakers (Muñoz-Luna, 2014) are a different way of motivating and
keeping attention alive during the class. This paper aims to provide a range of learning opportunities for both
teachers and students so that classroom quality time increases. In opposition to traditional methods employed in class,
routine breakers divide all of them into smaller time segments with the purpose of holding student attention. The
theoretical framework described in this paper, together with the routine breaker proposals we suggest, are the result
of our own teaching experiences.
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1.2 Macroccontext: Mappiing the Terrainn
Traditionall school learnin
ng is inexorablly giving in to a new type off school learninng with the puurpose of maxim
mising
quality tim
me between teacchers and studeents. The integgration of technnological mediia, videos, collaborative learnning or
project bassed learning, crritical thinkingg development and emotionall intelligence implies
i
the devvelopment of student
s
competences which go fu
urther from thee mere accumuulation of encyyclopaedic knoowledge (Soslaau, 2015). Acccording
to Pérez Góómez (2012), these
t
competennces can be sum
mmarized as:
•

The competence
c
off employing annd communicaating knowledgge in an ordereed and rationaal way, criticallly and
creatively (rational and
a artistic minnd)

•

c
of living and co-living in humaan groups whicch are graduallly more heteroogeneous (ethiccal and
The competence
sociall mind)

•

The competence of think,
t
live and act autonomouusly (personal mind)

h also affecteed students’ cooncentration annd working rhyythm (Downes,, et al.,
The emergence of digital technologies has
2016): learrners tend to stop an activvity and changge it constantlly. According to these authhors, because of the
increasing use of technolo
ogies in the claassroom, the way
w knowledgee is imparted must
m be changedd. Students’ atttention
spans are shorter,
s
and so
o sessions havve to be more dynamic and dialogic. Suchh alteration in work dynamiics has
undoubtedlly affected the way lessons have
h
to be plannned, designedd and implemennted in a particcular time and space.
Student coompetences sh
hould thereforre be achieveed in a differrent way, acccording to moore recent stuudents’
requiremennts.
The relatioonship between
n quality timee and learning quality has been
b
traditionaally linked by researchers (C
Cotton,
1995); quality time devotted to certain contents
c
and acctivities producces high-qualityy learning. Coggnitive concenntration
on the taskk is important for
f students to interact effectiively and accoording to their levels
l
of comppetence developpment,
no matter in what typee of session they
t
are partiicipating: lectuure, master cllass, seminar, inductive teaaching,
dialogue-baased teaching, discovery learrning, role playy, or complex problem
p
solvinng in group dynnamics (Biggs,, 2011;
Prince, 20006). In this co
omplex and vaaried teaching context, we propose
p
the im
mplementation of certain classsroom
routines which
w
will help
p to alleviate long
l
teaching sessions. Theese are activities which can be applicable to all
session typpes and ages, ho
owever, we wiill focus on unddergraduate stuudents in the fiield of the Hum
manities, whichh is the
group in which
w
our experiment was im
mplemented. Thhese activities outcomes havee also been shared with a grroup of
colleagues during an in-service teacher--training coursee at the universsities where the authors workk.
1.3 Microccontext: Student Attention durring the Sessionns
Attention levels
l
in class are easy to maintain when students
s
are motivated
m
aboutt the subject thhey are studyinng (De
Hei, et al., 2015). However, even thosse motivated leearners need extra
e
support after
a
a certain time sitting inn class.
Attention levels
l
and conccentration decrrease consideraably after some minutes, andd for that reasoon both teacherrs’ and
students’ work
w
is distortted. This effecct is even morre dramatic inn those situatioons in which the learner’s role is
restricted too maintain an utterly passivee attitude towarrds the subjectt and the teachher who is impaarting a masterr class.
In fact, ressearchers show
w that student levels
l
of attenntion decrease drastically afteer fifteen minuutes in class (M
Muñoz
Luna, 20144). As a conseq
quence, studennts are capable of retaining a lower amountt of informationn, as Figure 1 shows
(Hartley & Davies, 1978)):

F
Figure
1. Studeents’ attention levels
l
in class in
i relation to tiime variables (H
Hartley & Davvies, 1978).
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In order to find a solution to this inevitable attention deficit, Hartley and Davies suggested to fragment, in the case of
a lecture, the session into smaller units with the aim of having students connected to the contents at all times. The proposal the authors made was embedding active learning periods in the middle of longer sessions in which students normally had passive roles (Shea and Bidjerano, 2009). From this idea we suggest a change that affects all student groups
and teaching types, that is, even active students in class need a change of rhythm after some time of attention to the
teacher. This change does not necessarily have to be a break, a stop in the activity to do nothing, it can actually boost
students’ learning by promoting other types of activities in the classroom. As will be described later on, we propose
several routine breakers in the classroom whose aim is to engage students emotionally and during the teaching session.
1.4 Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis: Breaking Attention Spans to Attract Students’ Attention
The idea behind attention spans is closely related to the so-called microlectures, that is, shorter periods of time
devoted to only one specific topic. According to Kong (2015), master classes fragments should not be longer than 18
minutes (neither should video or audio fragments be). This more dynamic session structuring leads to the
development of critical thinking skills. Students transform their own experience into knowledge by acting on and
using information that they are learning. If teachers give them time to think about their own learning in class, such
learning process will be more meaningful and context-related (Nakatani, 2005; Niezgoda & Röver, 2001). As
teachers, the fact of devoting more time to thinking skills might imply student-focused teaching, where it is the
student themselves who think and create their own contents (with the teacher’s supervision). Such a delegation
process could come in the form of routine breakers, as explained below, where learners should provide their own
examples of a particular theoretical construct or extrapolate a new context from a given case.
Time devoted to critical thinking in class is sometimes hard to find by the teacher, who usually needs all the sessions
to advance with the contents and course objectives. However, routine breakers can provide this time for thinking, as
well as time for assimilating what has been previously explained in the class. After a routine breaker, it is a good
moment to introduce more abstract or theoretical concepts of the subjects as attention levels have been restored again
(Muñoz-Luna, 2014). We propose to following example: a type of routine breaker that could be inserted after 18
minutes of lecture could be a class discussion (this was one of the multiple routine breaker examples we
implemented in our class to activate students, as explained below). In this case, the teacher proceeds in the following
way: firstly, we ask a question, allowing the students to discuss among themselves and to formulate answers. Then,
we show the question on a slide and immediately, we start to walk around the classroom while listening to the
students. We stop this class discussion when the noise level drops, just to summarise in plenum and, after that, we
can continue with our class by introducing new concept.
In addition to the option described above, where teachers leave some moments to reflect upon new knowledge,
another variant could be applied: at the moment when we detect a high level of sonority in the classroom (student
debates reach their zenit), teachers interrupt them and introduce a new concept that can be particularly difficult to
understand. Later on, students can make a summary of their corresponding debates. These phases of teacher-student
interaction typically occur in transformative learning (Nohl, 2015). In this case, teachers would have worked on more
complex issues when students’ attention was high (learners were paying attention again after the discussion routine
breaker). As we have indicated, these are examples to engage the students during the longest period of time possible
during lessons.
As for the rationale behind such theoretical framework, finding time for thinking, debating and catching attention in
the classroom is related to the training of competences. As Pozo and Pérez Echeverría (2009) propose, the previous
ideas are inherent to the process of modernisation of European universities. Teaching students to develop their
competences shape them into better professionals. In this regard, López-Pastor, et al. (2011) examine the importance
of teacher training programmes on the basis of action-research frameworks. According to the latter, students become
more aware of the course evaluation process if they are intentionally immersed in action-research activities.
2. Method
Classrooms are particularly complex universes where human beings interact playing different roles; for this reason,
observers have to be aware of the high amount of variables interfering their observations and which are not the main
focus of their study.
In this paper, we are detailing some features and circumstances of a concrete course of English Studies at a southern
Spanish university following a case study methodology because we are describing and analyzing the particular
situation of this course (Ary, Jacobs and Razavieh, 2009, 456) in the academic year 2014-2015 to show how the
routine breakers were developed to promote an active learning, complementing other papers published by the
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scientific community (Muñoz-Luna, 2014; Soslau, 2015).
For the data collection process in the present study we chose unstructured observation (Dörnyei, 2007, 179), that is,
completing narrative field notes supplemented by diagrams and outlines. Detailed descriptions immediately followed
the observations, and at the same time we noted down our first qualitative analyses from the situations observed.
From those observation diaries the main categories and variables emerged, upon which we draw our discussion (see
Table 1). In addition, we work under the action research framework (Lewin, 1946; Kember & Kelly, 1993; McNiff,
2013); the nature of this study is twofold: while we teach, we implement this investigation in which the main
objective is to improve student attention span. The obtained feedback from students is essential in this methodology
in order to assess the accomplishment of the objective. Informed consent was obtained from the participants prior to
the beginning of this study.
Table 1. Sample of narrative diary (unstructured observations) written by the authors during the sessions.
Session number 3 (1 hour 20 min.)
Student-initiated participation 5 instances
Student participation initiated by the teacher 18 instances
Attention levels before routine breaker
Sessions starts with students paying attention normally. After about 25 minutes, attention decreases. We
can see students check their phones, some even go to the toilet or just move on their seats. Most of them
look at the teacher and seem to know what she is saying, but their level of participation is lower.
Some of them ask for clarification, something that doesn’t happen at the beginning of the session.
Attention levels after routine breaker
Students seem refreshed, as if the session was about to start again. Their faces are relaxed and smiling.
We can see they take deep breaths. They start taking notes again in a better mood.
Type of routine breaker
Physical. Students get up and move around the class looking for their matching pair. They sit in other
places and do a short activity (8 minutes) on the theory they have just learned before.
Attitude of students during routine breaker They all participate eagerly.
Extra comments Physical routine breakers are useful when students are not physically tired at the end
of the day.
2.1 Ethical Considerations
As commented above, ethical aspects were considered throughout this study. In accordance with the Code of Ethics
and Conduct (BPS, 2009), the aim of the research and interview method was explained to the participants and the
informed consent was obtained from them prior to the beginning of this study. Confidentiality and privacy was
completely guaranteed. The current study is made in a qualitative manner (study case) and no names nor other
personal affiliations were provided through this manuscript.
2.2 Participant Characteristics
Observations were made during every lesson of the subject “Lengua Avanzada” (i.e. English grammar) at a southern
Spanish university during autumn-winter semester 2014-2015. Participants were a group of 40 undergraduate
students of English Studies who gave their consent to be part of classroom observations by their teachers (the authors
of this paper); they were aware of the new teaching methodology implemented but were not conscious of the
rationale behind it or the purpose. During six hours every week students attended these lessons and participated in
the different proposed activities (each lesson being 90 minute long). This experience was shared and explained
during an in-service teacher training course, having the opportunity of even implementing some of the routine
breakers with the teacher group. We used observation sheets where we noted down significant changes in behaviour
of students during the lessons. Those observation sheets included relevant changes in student participation
(frequency and length of participation in class) as well as modifications in their attitudes and motivation. Such
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observations were registered regarding the class group as a whole as well as the particular instances of student
interactions (student-teacher, student-student). As a way to measure routine breaker impact, we interviewed students
before and after the activities were implemented (that is, at the beginning and at the end of the term, once the exams
were finished and they had received their marks on the subject). Interviews were conducted in the teacher’s office,
with an average duration of 20 minutes; once students knew this was part of a research project, each of them received
a number according to the participation list arranged in alphabetical order. Only those who volunteered were
interviewed, conforming a 60 percent of the total amount of students (N=24). Regarding data reduction, we chose the
most representative responses and those we considered singular). Prior to the interviews, students were told that their
anonymity was going to be preserved, and that those interviews were part of the research project we were involved in
(concerning the use of routine breakers in the classroom). Interview questions are the following:
•

How long do you think you can pay attention to the teacher in class (in minutes)?

•

What activates your attention during a lecture?

•

How do you think you learn better in class (in terms of classroom activities)?

2.3 Sampling Procedures
On the basis of our action-research teaching, we have classified routine breakers in terms of duration of realisation.
Therefore, we can talk about short routine breakers when we refer to those activities which are class catalysts with a
duration of 3-5 minutes. Longer routine breakers imply more time in class devoted to them. Longer routine breakers
might also involve peer-correction/evaluation practices of an activity previously done in the class (or at home).
Within the latter, we have implemented the following routine breakers to engage students in the classroom:
(1) Poster session: after bringing some homework from the previous day, students have to work in small groups;
homework correction would take place as in a poster session. In this manner, each group would inform the rest of the
class about their findings and reflections. This activity was implemented during the usual class time, and each
student group had to evaluate the other two groups. The rest of the time would be devoted to see other classmates’
posters. Learners were requested to follow the 3 Cs rules when providing their feedback: be constructive, caring and
concrete (Andersen et al., 2012)
(2) Co-teaching: in this case, we offered students the possibility of preparing some particular subject content and
exposing it in pairs to the rest of the class. We also co-taught the in-service teacher training course in which these
routine breakers ideas were explained. This idea is an adaptation by the authors from dialogue-based teaching
methods (Vella, 1980; Vella, 2007), where teachers were holding a dialogic conversation between them. There are
differences in pitch, tones, and teaching styles, as well as different viewpoints offered to students. As a consequence,
learners’ attention moves from one teacher/speaker to the other with the same intensity and sense of novelty, so much
needed to hold attention
(3) Pyramid or Snowball technique: this is a technique based on the exchange of ideas. Students must work
individually first on a particular topic, and next in couples for some minutes. After discussing with another couple,
the four of them will discuss with other members, and so on, finishing a discussion involving all the students in the
class. This technique promotes other skills in students such as critical thinking, reflection, dialogue, analytical skills
and agreement. Each group/pair must agree on the idea that their group will defend in the class. At the end of the
activity, the group must have a common answer to the proposed problem
These longer routine breakers were inserted after 18 minutes of lecturing. In some cases, lessons began with a long
routine breaker (lasting around 15 minutes), then the lecture followed just to finish the session with another routine
breaker at the end. As examples of short routine breakers (3-5 minute long), there are different types of routine
breakers:
(1) Physical routine breakers: university master classes (supported by power points or any other visual materials)
are interrupted by shorter activities involving pair work and the changing of student places to work with other
classmates. In some cases, it involves discussing a theoretical concept previously seen with another partner, and then
applying it to a context that is close to the students reality. In physical routine breakers, there is no need of a thematic
rupture in the flow of the lesson but a physical change happens instead; students will work with somebody who is not
sitting next to them, therefore, they have to change places and move around the classroom
In the teaching of a foreign language, the use of physical motivation is the perfect ground for the teaching of
phonology, for instance. An example is the particular gestures (mouth and face movements) that the teacher can ask
their students to do. By visualising sounds (vowels and consonants in a foreign language), learners produce them
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more accurately: teacher and students perform different sounds in the class, for example closing their mouths and
smiling, pronouncing a vowel, then opening their mouths slowly, rounding the lips, etc. Making students pronounce
words not in isolation but as a string of sounds which merge and form diphthongs, weak and strong sounds, etc.
Focusing on form rather than on meaning allows students to work, examine and analyse physiological characteristics
of sounds. As a result of the previous activities, we obtain the benefits of both focusing the attention on something
different and improving pronunciation qualitatively. The focus on meaning rather than on form was not part of the
initial syllabus of the subject, and the inclusion of such aspect in the classroom provided students with practical
grounds where to practise pronunciation.
Another physical routine breaker example is asking students to stand up and form groups with different classmates
from the ones they have around them. Teachers can help in the forming of the groups by giving students cardboard
pieces randomly with the names of possible groups (A, B, C…) so that students group themselves and discuss a
particular topic among them.
(2) Thematic routine breakers: the teacher proposes a radical change in the topic they are dealing with in the
classroom. For instance, a different activity can be initiated, homework can be corrected, student interactions
triggered, etc. These are about different topics indirectly related to the course subject: study techniques, career plans
or motivation strategies, or even the latest news in the country, which might me related to the course contents.
Another example of this type of thematic routine breakers is the delivery of assignments by the teacher, who has
corrected some homework handed in by the students some days before. This short activity becomes an effective
routine breaker in which students are given some feedback on their own submitted work.
Thematic routine breakers can also provide an insight into academic work procedures. Portfolios, as for instance
Mahara online platform (Mahara, 2015) works as an example of a new digital environment in which students and
teacher can share their progress. Displaying this new tool in the class and proposing some activity in it is a way to
switch their attention from the normal flow of the session to something different, but still academic. Mahara Portfolio
combines the teaching principles that are needed for a project-based learning methodology (Markham, 2011):
cooperation and information spreading. Mahara is constructed on the basis of sharing contents, knowledge and
information with others, compiling the rules of social networks. Moreover, Mahara resembles the working
procedures of companies where team members have to work together to reach an aim. When students perceive and
assimilate the concordance between what they do in class and what they will be doing out of it, their learning
becomes more meaningful. At the same time, learners’ learning opportunities become professional rehearsals. In this
case, Mahara was students’ communication and working online framework: they uploaded their reports and progress
there, teachers provided feedback, students shared resources, and all of that resembles the working environment they
will have in their future careers.
(3) Non-thematic routine breakers: these routine breakers do not offer a new topic to debate. By following the same
topic previously discussed in class, we can ask students to discuss upon a proposed issue in small groups; later on,
they can explain their ideas and conclusions to the rest of the class.
A more dynamic option implies the use of clickers such as the ones proposed by OMBEA (2015), which allow
students to respond to a multiple-choice question formulated in class by the teacher. Results are computerised and
shown immediately on the projector screen, and then all participants in the class can see the different answers and
comment on the correct one. If the collected results are varied, the teacher can propose small group discussions with
the aim of sharing all the different answers and discussing the various viewpoints. In some cases, a second round
applies to see whether the answers have changed.
(4) Student self-assessment: it presents a twofold purpose. On the one hand, class dynamics are changed, and on
the other, teachers obtain valuable information about course content, materials, teaching procedures, etc. Assessment
surveys can be implemented both at the beginning and at the end of the course. These information-gathering tools
provide a valuable insight of students’ initial perceptions of the subject, the teacher and the group. When used at the
end of the subject, they are helpful to collect final impressions and opinions regarding the course development, as
well as future lines of improvement.
3. Results
Routine breakers are excellent strategies to work on learners’ positive attitude towards the subject, their academic
performance and expectations. It is always useful to remind students that very often the difference between a
preferred and a non-preferred subject (one that they like and another they do not) is the attitude they possess towards
them, the peculiarities of the teacher and students’ personal skills, as observed in the classroom. In this line, routine
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breakers provide a novel and pleasant background where to boost learners’ positive attitude and confidence within
the group.
The most relevant result of our study coincides with the objective of routine breaker implementation in the classroom:
routine is broken intermittently and students’ attention is always active, avoiding boredom and demotivation. The
rupture in the routine is quite abrupt, so students must change from one activity to the other one with no time for
adaptation. The new activity will be new and limited in time, and that is the reason why they are on the alert; we
believe such cognitive state improves attention:
“I felt as if I was on the alert during the class; always expecting
something interesting to happen in the form of a fun activity”.
Student 31.
Changes like these are perceived positively by students, who enjoy moving around the class in search for a new
working partner, or just debating about some specific content from an innovative perspective. As we observed in the
sessions, students’ attitude when physically moving from one place to another in class improved, partly due to the so
needed physical movement after some time on their seats (longer routine breakers, where physical movement was
implied, were implemented after longer teaching spans of around 30 minutes).
Routine breakers help students and teachers to be more communicative with each other. Teachers ask questions and
they have the opportunity to express themselves and also to be less shy concerning question posing during the class.
In these observations, students grouped in pairs or small groups during routine breakers were prone to participate
more than when they were working individually; we observed openness in their attitude when they were being
supported by a peer. Because of students’ change in attitude and their more active participation in class, we claim that
routine breakers are of a high importance in students’ education because these breaks help their academic progress in
the following ways: improving their academic results thanks to motivation and more practical skills, fast learning of
new concepts and increasing their attention focus. Finally, these interruptions also motivate teachers to change the
traditional form of teaching and make the classes more manageable and rewarding for both, students and professors.
From a qualitative perspective, and taking into consideration participants’ opinions about the experience, we have
selected some impressions as follows:
“When it comes to talk about classes’ development, I think almost
most of students mention the word ‘monotonous’. We tend to think
very often that the majority of classes are maybe too theoretical
that it seems they are always the same: teachers just always
talking and talking about the subject and students listening and
‘paying attention’ to them. Of course, that does not mean that we
might not enjoy the subject, that we do not want to pay attention or
that it is the teacher’s fault, for instance. Things have been
different with this experience, where all the importance has been
placed onto practice”. Student 3.
“Sometimes students really like a subject and feel motivated about it
but in the end it is not what they thought of it for various reasons.
It is at this point when I think routine breakers are very important”.
Student 4.
“Prolonged attention in a class is something that nowadays is hard
to achieve. Students are often attentive at the beginning of the
class but this attention decreases as the class progresses. If they
have to pay attention to a theoretical class for 90 minutes, it is
almost sure that a high percentage of the class would be looking at
their mobile phones or thinking about other things. This is then
something that affects both students and teachers in the sense that
both would perhaps feel tired after long sessions”. Student 8.
Participants seem to coincide in the fact that sessions which are too theoretical are more monotonous and harder to
follow. When interruptions are made systematically, and those interruptions focus on practice, students employ
theory in practice and thus the former becomes more meaningful for them. In some other cases, routine breakers turn
a particular subject into something more appealing, not because of the mere contents, but because of the classroom
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dynamics they create.
It has been demonstrated that what attracts students to the subject is practical exercises. These exercises help the
leaners understand the theory easily and allow them to rely on that theory and to examine how it works in real life.
Practice can also work as an attempt of what students will have to face in their future careers. Regarding the duration
and the frequency of routine breakers, they should be as long and as frequent as the teacher may feel that will benefit
the students. We all have different individual needs, but as a group we are different as well, each group of students
may need a particular type of resources to enjoy the subject as much as possible. As a significant part of the
experience, it is worth noting that students liked to be asked about their opinion and to have a committed teacher in
class.
The selection of students’ responses in this paper has been made following criteria of repetition and relevance (i.e.
those answers commonly repeated by students have been selected). The rest of the answers not included in this paper
are also in a similar line with the main ideas presented, but they are shorter or they present less evidence of the
students’ claims. As for the questionnaire answers by participants, these are the responses by the students before the
implementation of routine breakers in the sessions:
(On their attention span in class) “It really depends on the subject. Sometimes I feel I lose track after
10 minutes of the session. With other teachers, I can stay attentive
for longer because they use examples and jokes while they talk;
that helps. I think I have the tendency to be on the alert whenever
something important is going to happen in the classroom”. Student
22.
(On what activates their attention) “It is very well known that you might fall asleep when the teacher’s
voice is monotonous, right? A sudden change in their voice
activates you, or a change in the intonation, also if another student
takes in”. Student 18.
(On the activities to learn better in class) “My favourite activities in the classroom are those with are
fun or involve being active in some way. I also like thinking that
what I am doing in class will be useful in the future professional
career. That is crucial to motivate me”. Student 31.
After the routine breakers were introduced in the sessions, at the end of the semester and after the examinations (to
avoid possible conditioning of the students), they answered the questionnaire again, and these are some of the most
relevant responses:
(On their attention span in class) “I have changed my perception of attention spans in the classroom
after using routine breakers. The fact of having a break in the flow
of the class motivates me and also the knowing that a break will
come. For that reason, I can stay on the alert for longer. When I
felt tired, after maybe 20 minutes of class, the teacher initiated a
different activity”. Student 28.
(On what activates their attention) “Routine breaker activities have activated my attention in class. I
have realised that by doing different exercises I feel more
motivated and I am able to feel active. Having the opinions of
other classmates does also motivate me, as I get to know different
viewpoints. Physical movements in the class as well as changes in
the subject topic is also good to activate your attention”. Student
14.
(On the activities to learn better in class) “All the different students have different preferences in the
classroom, I think. For example, some people prefer working in
groups while others like working on their own. Routine breakers
are good because they provide different contexts and styles each
time: working in pairs, group discussions, learning about
something different from the subject. The key is definitely in the
change”. Student 9.
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4. Discussion: Pedagogical Implications
Due to their name, we may think that what makes routine breakers a good tool in classes is the opportunity that they
bring to forget the subject and relax for some minutes. Nonetheless, what is most interesting of the concept of routine
breakers is that they represent a way to make students be interested in a particular theme without making them feel
overwhelmed. Students’ perception is that routine breakers can be implemented in different ways, e.g. proposing a
theme and making the students form a particular opinion and defend it in class. This would encourage them to
participate in the class as well as open their minds to find new solutions to problems and creating new ideas.
Consequently, both students’ attainment and class attendance improved; as they state, they feel more motivated about
the subject, which is no longer so theoretical, and which presents new opportunities for learning.
Multimedia resources are also believed to attract pupils’ attention as they feel identified with these new means of
researching and looking for information; YouTube videos, Wikipedia, blogs, movies or book excerpts can be
proposed as examples or even as part of the topics. Knowledge, abilities, skills, affect (emotions), autonomy,
happiness, motivation, involvement, dynamics, etc. are the elements that are fully present in the development of
routine breakers. In addition, these activities are not always purely cognitive (mental) but they can be physical, also
introduced by means of routine breakers. Students’ attention and implication are active at all times during the session
thanks to these breaks in the class routine.
Routine breaker as a concept is something students have not normally heard about in class before. Both teachers and
students are aware of routine breaker usefulness when they experience positive outcomes of their implementation.
Most teachers, to a greater or lesser extent, employ classroom dynamics techniques to increase students’ attention
levels and motivation in the classroom. However, it is only when these routine breakers are introduced systematically
that we assimilate them as part of the very routine, yet as they are different each time, these breaks are not
monotonous.
Although we are aware of how much theory a subject contains, if the teacher provides students with practical
exercises, or time to discover/induct/apply knowledge, or uses images and presentations in the session, it is more
probable that we would feel more motivated and willing to learn more of the subject. Not to mention that we would
retain the information better and for a longer time.
Our findings coincide with the latest results of academic research on the use of multimedia in the classroom to
enhance student attention (Shea and Bidjerano, 2009; Kong, 2015). The periodic change of activity in the classroom
favours academic performance and student interaction (among themselves and with their teacher).
5. Concluding Remarks
There are several kinds of routine breakers that do not need to be related to the subject. For example, apart from the
ones mentioned above, some of the ones we did in class were about advices or tips for exams of any subject, study
techniques or professional job opportunities related to linguistics or any other subject in our career. Encouraging
students to participate and generate a debate, showing audio-visual content related with the topics or even conduct
experiments and research in which a particular aspect of the subject is shown are believed to be some of the best
solutions to impart an alluring lecture. All these techniques can be compressed into routine breakers.
In addition, other types of routine breakers can be carried out to improve some skills: conferences in which students
show their research can also help them to lose their fear to speak in public. Group assignments can teach them to
collaborate or to be imaginative; and the interchange of information with other universities (or schools) can make
them find new ideas and help them to be outside their comfort zone.
Thus, routine breakers, in our opinion, provide a very effective solution to the attention-failure problem in the
following ways: if a change in the dynamics of the class suddenly takes place in the middle of the session, it will
attract student’s attention towards the teacher more often and maintain it during the whole lesson.
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